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For decades, rigid body dynamics has been used in several active research fields to simulate
the behavior of completely undeformable, rigid bodies. Especially due to the use of rigid body
dynamics in computer games, the term physics engine has evolved as description for a software
framework offering all necessary features to perform rigid (multi-)body simulations for various
simulation setups.
The pe rigid multi-body physics engine is such a framework designed for both virtual reality
scenarios with real time requirements as well as large-scale computer simulations with millions
of interacting rigid bodies. In this report, we give a first introduction to pe, name the goals of
our research project, present its current features and demonstrate its simulation capabilities
by means of several simulation scenarios.

1 Goals
Most physics engine frameworks focus on virtual reality environments and primarily on the real time
requirements of computer games. Several examples for game related physics engines are the Open
Dynamics Engine [Homd], the Havok engine [Homa], and NVidia Physx [Homc]. Another framework
is the OpenTissue framework [Home] that primarily aims at physically based animation, but also provides
the means to run physically accurate simulations.
The rigid multi-body framework introduced in this report is the pe rigid body physics engine (pe being
an abbreviation for physics engine). In contrast to the mentioned physics engines, pe primarily aims
at realistic simulation environments comprising rigid multi-body dynamics, as they for example arise
in material sciences (see Fig. 1(a)) or fluid mechanics. For instance, for some years, rigid multi-body
dynamics has been used in combination with Lattice Boltzmann flow simulations to simulate the behavior
of rigid bodies in a flow [ITR08]. This coupled simulation system is used to simulate fluidization processes
with a high number of buoyant rigid bodies (see for example Fig. 1(b)) or sedimentation processes with
large numbers of floating bodies.
Another important goal of pe is to offer an exceptional C++ framework for both scientists and users.
Scientists interested in specific aspects of rigid body physics get a very flexible, modular, and extensible
framework that can be adjusted to various requirements and simulation scenarios. Due to the modular
concept of pe, it is possible to replace every single algorithm of pe (the collision detection and collision
response algorithms, e.g.) by own implementations. Users solely interested in setting up a particular
simulation scenario, both for virtual reality purposes or realistic scenarios, experience a very intuitive and
easy to use interface (for an example of a simple pe simulation see Sec. 3).

(a) Medium-sized simulation of a granular media scenario consisting of 972 000 spheres. The colors indicate the domains of the 108 involved MPI processes.

(b) Coupled simulation between a Lattice Boltzmann
flow simulation and the pe rigid multi-body physics
engine.

Figure 1: Simulation examples for rigid multi-body simulations.

In the following listing, the development goals of pe are summarized:
• Massively parallel rigid multi-body dynamics simulations
• Physically accurate rigid multi-body simulations
• Rigid body dynamics suited for virtual reality environments
• Exceptional C++ implementation
–
–
–
–
–

Fully ANSI standard conform source code
Full extensibility by arbitrary algorithms
Intuitive and easy to use interface
High performance implementation
Complete documentation

2 Features
A unique feature of pe is its capability for massively parallel simulations to simulate several million interacting rigid bodies [IR09b]. A first example of a large-scale rigid body simulation is demonstrated in
Fig. 10. It shows the simulation of 500 000 spheres and boxes falling into a well built of 3 000 fixed boxes.
The simulation domain is partitioned into 91 subdomains, where each subdomain is managed by a single
processor core. Please note that this simulation only rudimentarily demonstrates the full capacity of the
parallel algorithm and was chosen such that individual objects are still distinguishable in the visualization. The currently largest performed rigid body simulation with peconsisted of 1.1 billion interacting
rigid bodies on 9 120 processor cores on the HLRB-II supercomputer (SGI Altix 4700 platform) at the
Leibnitz computing center Munich (LRZ) [Homb].

2.1 Simulation Features
• Large-scale multi-body simulations (currently largest simulation: 1.1 billion rigid bodies [IR09b]
• Several algorithms for physically accurate rigid multi-body simulations

• Algorithms suited for rigid multi-body dynamics in virtual reality environments
• Several predefined primitive geometries: sphere, box, capsule, cylinder, plane
• Arbitrary geometries via triangle meshes (under development)
• Compound geometries
• Force generators, such as springs and gravity
• Joints between rigid bodies, such as fixed joints, hinges, and ball joints (under development)

2.2 Simulation Algorithms
• Accurate, impulse-velocity-based collision response solvers based on linear complementarity problem
(LCP) formulations:
– Lemke algorithm [CPS92]
– Projected Gauss-Seidel algorithm (PGS) [Pre08]
– Conjugate Projected Gradient algorithm (CPG) [Pre08, RA05]
• Fast collision response algorithms with linear complexity:
– Fast frictional dynamics solver (FFD) [KEP05, Wen07]
• Coarse collision detection algorithms
– Exhaustive Search [ESH05]
– Sweep-And-Prune [ESH05, Eri04]
– Hierarchical Hash Grids [ESH05, Eri04]

2.3 Implementation Features
• Extremely efficient math library for 3-dimensional vectors and matrices
• Sophisticated Expression Template math library for LCPs
• Thread based parallelization
• Massively parallel MPI based parallelization
• Thread pool extension for the Boost thread library
• Compile time constraints [IR09a]
• Runtime measurement library
• Fully documented source code, including several tutorials and examples for pe simulations.

2.4 Visualization
• Raytracing visualization via POV-Ray
• Real-time visualization
• Visualization via OpenDX
• Real-time editor/debugger (under development)

3 A Basic Simulation Setup
This section gives a first impression of the user interface of pe. The following source code sets up a box
stack built of ten wooden boxes, which is hit by a metal sphere and subsequently collapses. Depending
on the target architecture and the selected collision response algorithms, 1 000 time steps of this scenario
take approximately several milliseconds to ten seconds.

Figure 2: Box stack example scenario. The box stack built of ten wooden boxes is destroyed by a metal sphere
hitting the center box.

Listing 1: Simulation example of pe (part I).
1
2
3

# include < pe / core .h >
# include < pe / util .h >
using namespace pe ;

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

// The angle () function will be used to rotate the boxes by a small angle around the
// z - axis to make the appearance of the simulation more natural . The real return type
// is the preferred floating point data type of pe . Depending on the desired accuracy ,
// real can be a single - precision or double - precision floating point type ( whereas the
// default is double - precision ). The random angles are generated by using one of the
// two templated rand () functions of the utiltiy module . The function arguments set
// the range of the generated random value .
real angle ()
{
return rand < real >( - PI /20 , PI /20 );
}

16
17
18
19
20

int main ()
{
const unsigned int timesteps ( 1000 );
const unsigned int height
( 4 );

// Total number of time steps
// Height of the box stack

21
22

unsigned int id ( 0 );

// User - specific ID counter

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

// One of the first actions in every pe simulation is the configuration of the
// simulation world . For instance , in this particular simulation , the gravity is
// set to -9.81 in -z - direction .
// Note that it is not necessary to explicitly destroy the world or the generated
// rigid bodies after the simulation has finished . The world will be automatically
// destroyed along with all contained rigid bodies . pe makes sure every object is
// destroyed if it is not needed any more .
WorldID world = theWorld ();
world - > setGravity ( 0.0 , 0.0 , -9.81 );

33
34
35
36
37
38
39

// The first rigid body in the simulation world is the ground plane . The create
// function is responsible to automatically add the new plane to the world . The
// first argument sets the user - specific ID of the plane . The next four arguments
// set the normal or the plane and the displacement from the origin of the global
// world frame . With the last argument the material of the plane is specified .
createPlane ( ++ id , 0.0 , 0.0 , 1.0 , 0.0 , granite );

40
41

...

Listing 2: Simulation example of pe (part II).
...

39
40

// Setup of the wooden box stack
for ( unsigned int i = height ; i >0; --i ) {
for ( unsigned int j =0; j < i ; ++ j )
{
const Vec3 pos ( -2.5*( i -1)+ j *5.0 , 0.0 , 2.0+( height - i )*4.0 );

41
42
43
44
45
46

// The next line creates a new box within the simulation world at the
// calculated position and with the box side lengths (4 ,4 ,4). The last
// parameter specifies the material of the box ( oak wood ). The function
// returns a handle to the newly created box .
BoxID box = createBox ( ++ id , pos , 4.0 , 4.0 , 4.0 , oak );

47
48
49
50
51
52

// The box is slightly rotated around the z - axis to improve the appearance
// of the simulation . This rotate () function takes three Euler angles in
// radian measure , one for each axis .
box - > rotate ( 0.0 , 0.0 , angle () );

53
54
55
56

}

57

}

58
59

// This is the initia lization of the metal sphere . The first argument of the
// createSphere () function is the user - specific ID , the next three values specify
// the global position of the center of the sphere . After this , the radius of the
// sphere is set to 1.5 and the material to iron .
SphereID sphere = createSphere ( ++ id , 0.0 , -25.0 , 8.0 , 1.5 , iron );

60
61
62
63
64
65

// For making the sphere fly towards the box stack , the linear velocity of the
// sphere is initialized by 5.5 in y - direction and 0.1 in z - direction .
sphere - > setLinearVel ( 0.0 , 5.5 , 0.1 );

66
67
68
69

// After the simulation setup , the simulation can be run . The run () function
// performs the specified number of time steps in the simulation world using
// a time step of 0.05 time units . The simulation will handle all rigid bodies
// according to the acting forces , their velocities , and will treat all collisions
// during this time span .
world - > run ( timesteps , 0.05 );

70
71
72
73
74
75
76

}

4 Simulation Examples
The following pictures give an impression of the simulation capabilities of pe. The simulation examples range from classical examples for rigid multi-body simulations, as for instance billiard (Fig. 3) and
Newton’s cradle (Fig. 4), to complex simulations that demonstrate the use of compound geometries (see
Fig. 5, 8, and 9) and show simulations with a higher number of rigid bodies (Fig. 6, 7, and 9). Especially
noteworthy is the simulation of 500 000 falling bodies demonstrated in Fig. 10.

Figure 3: A first example of rigid body dynamics is billiard. Although the billiard table is only approximated
very crudely, the images give a nice impression of a realistic simulation scenario.

Figure 4: Another very common example of rigid body dynamics is the classical Newton’s cradle scenario: one of
five equally sized spheres hits four spheres in a row, which results in the fifth sphere starting to move with exactly
the same momentum and kinetic energy as the first sphere, which in turn stops moving. Note that pe is also able
to accurately simulate variations of this scenario, as for instance two spheres hitting the remaining three spheres,
or a single larger sphere with twice the mass of the other spheres moving against three smaller spheres.

Figure 5: A more sophisticated example is the wrecking ball example. The wrecking ball consists of several
interlocked chain links, which are compound geometries built of eight individual capsule primitives.

Figure 6: The sphere generator is a special scenario for the demonstration of a higher number of random rigid
bodies piling in a narrow cavity. The “generator” to the upper left shoots random rigid bodies into the cavity,
which quickly start to interact with lots of other rigid bodies.

Figure 7: The well example demonstrates the simulation of a high number of random, interacting rigid bodies.
The simulation demonstrated in the images handles 5 000 so-called tri-star unions (each consisting of three capsule
primitives).

Figure 8: Similar to the wreckingball example, the chain scenario uses union compound geometries to create
chain links built of capsules. However, in this case, the simulation consists of several hundred interlinked chain
links.

Figure 9: Another impressive example is the castle scenario that shows the destruction of an ancient castle by
a huge swinging ram. The castle itself is built of several hundred boxes, the ram is a single capsule geometry and
the chain consists of several hundred interlinked chain links, each consisting of four individual capsules.

(a) Time step 0

(b) Time step 1 500

(c) Time step 4 500

(d) Time step 7 500

(e) Time step 10 500

(f) Time step 13 500

Figure 10: Simulation of 500 000 spheres and boxes falling into a well built of 3 000 fixed boxes. The colors
indicate the domains of the 91 MPI processes. Due to the hexagonal setup of the domains, each MPI process has
a maximum number of six neighboring processes.
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